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Abstract
A new yukawaon model is investigated under a family symmetry U(3)×S3. In this model,
all vacuum expectation values (VEVs) of the yukawaons, 〈Yf 〉, are described in terms of a
fundamental VEV matrix 〈Φ0〉 as in the previous yukawaon model, but the assignments of
quantum number for fields are different from the previous ones: the fundamental yukawaon
Φ0 is assigned to (3, 3) of U(3)×U(3), which is broken into (3, 1 + 2) of U(3)×S3, although
quarks and leptons are still assigned to triplets of U(3) and yukawaons Yf are assigned to
6∗ of U(3). Then, VEV relations among Yukawaons become more concise considerably than
the previous yukawaon models. By adjusting parameters, we can fit not only quark mixing
parameters but also lepton mixing parameters together with their mass ratios.
PCAC numbers: 11.30.Hv, 12.15.Ff, 12.60.-i,
1 Introduction
It is interesting to consider that the observed quark and lepton mass spectra and mixings
can be understood from a “family symmetry”. In the standard model (SM) of quarks and
leptons, their mass spectra and mixings originate in the structures of the Yukawa coupling
constants. If we intend to understand the observed mass spectra and mixings by adopting a
non-Abelian gauge symmetry as a “family symmetry”, the symmetry will be explicitly broken
at the beginning because the Yukawa coupling constants have family indices. Therefore, most
family symmetry models are based on a discrete symmetry. However, there is an easy way to
consider non-Abelian gauge symmetry as the family symmetry: the Yukawa coupling constants
are effective ones Y efff (f = u, d, e, · · · ) and those are given by vacuum expectation values
(VEVs) of new scalars Yf :
(Y efff )ij =
yf
Λ
〈(Yf )ij〉. (1.1)
The fields Yf are called as “yukawaon” [1]. The yukawaon model is a kind of “flavon model”
[2], but, differently from the conventional flavon model, the effective Yukawa coupling constant
Y efff is essentially given by a 3 × 3 VEV matrix of a single scalar Yf . Here we do not consider
that Y efff is given by a linear combination of scalars YA, YB , · · · , which belong to different
representations of a family symmetry G, as Y efff = c1〈YA〉+ c2〈YB〉+ · · · .
In the previous yukawaon model, the most characteristic feature is that all VEVs 〈Yf 〉 are
described in terms of only one fundamental VEV matrix 〈Φe〉. For example, mass matrices for
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quarks and charged leptons are given as follows [3]:
Me ∝ 〈Ye〉 ∝ 〈Φe〉〈Φe〉,
Md ∝ 〈Yd〉 ∝ 〈Φe〉(1+ adX)〈Φe〉,
M
1/2
u ∝ 〈Φu〉 ∝ 〈Φe〉(1+ auX)〈Φe〉,
(1.2)
where 〈Φe〉 ∝ diag(√me,√mµ,√mτ ) and
1 =


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 , X ≡ 1
3


1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1

 . (1.3)
For neutrino sector, we consider a seesaw type of neutrino mass generation Mν = mDM
−1
R m
T
D,
where the Dirac neutrino mass matrix mD and the right-handed neutrino Majorana mass matrix
MR are given, respectively, by mD ∝Me and
MR ∝ 〈YR〉 ∝ 〈Ye〉〈Pu〉〈Φu〉+ 〈Φu〉〈Pu〉〈Ye〉+ · · · , (1.4)
where 〈Pu〉 = diag(+1,−1,+1) in the diagonal basis of the up-quark mass matrix Mu. The
model [3] has roughly well described masses and mixings of the quarks and the leptons with
a few parameters. However, the fitting of the quark mixing has been somewhat unsatisfactory
compared with those of the neutrino mixing. (For more precise parameter fitting, see Ref.[4].)
In the present paper, we propose a new yukawaon model where all yukawaon VEVs are
described in terms of a new fundamental VEV matrix 〈Φ0〉 similar to the previous model.
However, in contrast to the previous model (1.2), the charged lepton mass matrix Me is given
by the same structure as those in the down- and up-quark sectors:
Me ∝ 〈Ye〉 ∝ 〈Φ0〉(1+ aeX)〈Φ0〉,
Md ∝ 〈Yd〉 ∝ 〈Φ0〉(1+ adX)〈Φ0〉,
M
1/2
u ∝ 〈Yˆu〉 ∝ 〈Φ0〉(1+ auX)〈Φ0〉.
(1.5)
[For more details, see Eqs.(4.9) - (4.14).] In the past yukawaon models, it has been assumed
that the factor (1 + aqX) (q = u, d) in Eq.(1.2) originates in VEV structures of additional
fields. However, in the present paper, we assign the fundamental yukawaon Φ0 to (1 + 2) of a
permutation symmetry S3 [5], and we consider that the factor (1+ aqX) is due to a coefficient
of (1+2)× (1+2)→ 1 under S3. Therefore, it can naturally be understood that all the factors
which are sandwiched by 〈Φ0〉 are given by (1+ afX) as shown in Eq.(1.5), instead of Eq.(1.2).
The details will be discussed in the next section.
In Sec.3, we investigate possible superpotential forms for yukawaons, and in Sec.4, we
summarize VEV relations in the present model. In Sec.5, we give parameter fittings for the
observed lepton mixing (PMNS mixing [6]) and the observed quark mixing (CKM mixing [7])
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together with their mass ratios. In the present model, we have 8 adjustable parameters ae, aue
iαu ,
ad, ξν , m
0
d and (φ1, φ2) for 16 observables (2 up-quark mass ratios, 2 down-quark mass ratios, 2
neutrino mass ratios, 4 CKM mixing matrix parameters, 4+2 PMNS matrix parameters). The
final section 6 is devoted to summary and discussions.
2 Fundamental Yukawaon Φ0 and a permutation symmetry S3
First, we give a brief review of the factor (1 + afX) in S3 symmetry. When we denote a
doublet (ψπ, ψη) and a singlet ψσ in a permutation symmetry S3 [5] as
(
ψπ
ψη
)
=
(
1√
2
(ψ1 − ψ2)
1√
6
(ψ1 + ψ2 − 2ψ3)
)
, (2.1)
ψσ =
1√
3
(ψ1 + ψ2 + ψ3), (2.2)
the field ψ = (ψ1, ψ2, ψ3) is represented as
ψ ≡


ψ1
ψ2
ψ3

 =


1√
2
1√
6
1√
3
− 1√
2
1√
6
1√
3
0 − 2√
6
1√
3




ψπ
ψη
ψσ

 . (2.3)
Then, a bilinear form ψψ is invariant under the S3 symmetry only when ψaξabψb is given by the
form
ψaξabψb = ψa(1+ afX)abψb, (2.4)
where af is a free parameter, and 1 and X are defined by Eq.(1.3). The appearance of a free
parameter af is due to a reason that there are two singlets which are composed of ψa, i.e. ψσψσ
and (ψπ, ψη)
T (ψπ, ψη).
As seen from Eq.(2.4), we can assume that the fundamental yukawaon Φ0 is transformed
as (3,2+ 1) of U(3)×S3, i.e.
Φ0Tia (1+ afX)
abΦ0bj. (2.5)
However, since the bilinear form (2.5) cannot have quantum numbers which distinguish the
sectors f = u, d, e (af are merely free parameters), we modify the expression (2.5) into
Φ0Tiα S
αβ
f Φ
0
βj , (2.6)
where Sf are fields and indices α, β are of another U(3) symmetry (we denote it as U(3)
′). We
assume that U(3)′ is broken into S3 at an energy scale of Λ′ by non-vanishing VEV 〈Sf 〉 whose
forms are given by
〈Sf 〉 = vSf (1+ afX). (2.7)
Here, we assume Λ′ ≫ Λ (U(3) family symmetry is broken at Λ). Note that the indices α, β in
the expression (2.6) are of U(3)′, while the indices a, b in the expression
(Φ0)
T
ia〈Sabf 〉(Φ0)bj (2.8)
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are of S3. It is worthwhile to notice that in the conventional S3 family model quarks and leptons
are assigned to (singlet+ doublet)’s of S3, while in the present model quarks and leptons are
assigned to triplets of the U(3) family symmetry, and only the fundamental yukawaon Φ0 is
assigned to (3,1+ 2) of U(3)×S3.
3 Superpotential
In the present model, would-be Yukawa interactions are given as follows:
WY =
ye
Λ
eciY
ij
e ℓjHd +
yν
Λ
νci Y
ij
e ℓjHu + λRν
c
i Y
ij
R ν
c
j +
yd
Λ
dciY
ij
d qjHd +
yu
Λ
uciY
ij
u qjHu, (3.1)
where ℓ = (νL, eL) and q = (uL, dL) are SU(2)L doublets. Under this definition of Yf , the
CKM mixing matrix and the PMNS mixing matrix are given by VCKM = U
†
uUd and UPMNS =
U †eUν , respectively, where Uf are defined by U
†
fM
†
fMfUf = D
2
f (Df are diagonal). In order to
distinguish each yukawaon from others, we assume that Yf have different R charges from each
other together with R charge conservation. (Of course, the R charge conservation is broken at
the energy scale Λ′.) Here, we have assumed that the R charge of the Dirac neutrino yukawaon
Yν is identical with that of the charged lepton yukawaon Ye, so that Yν is replaced with Ye for
an efficient use of fields.
We assume the following superpotential for yukawaons:
We =
[
µeY
ij
e +
λe
Λ
P¯ ikYˆ eklP¯
lj
]
Θeji +
[
µ′eYˆ
e
ij +
λ′e
Λ
(Φ0)
T
iaS
ab
e (Φ0)bj
]
Θ¯jie , (3.2)
Wd =
[
µdY
ij
d +
λd
Λ
P¯ ikYˆ dklP¯
lj
]
Θdji +
[
µ′dYˆ
d
ij +
λ′d
Λ
(Φ0)
T
iaS
ab
d (Φ0)bj +m
0
dEij
]
Θ¯jid , (3.3)
Wu =
1
Λ
[
λuEikY
kl
u Elj + λ
′
uYˆ
u
ikE
klYˆ ulj
]
Θ¯jiu +
[
µ′uYˆ
u
ij +
λ′′u
Λ
(Φ0)
T
iaS
ab
e (Φ0)bj
]
Θ¯′ jiu , (3.4)
WR =
1
Λ
{
λREikY
kl
R Elj + λ
′
R
[
Yˆ uikE¯
klYˆ elj + Yˆ
e
ikE¯
klYˆ ukj + ξν
(
Tr[YˆuE¯]Yˆ
e
ij +Tr[E¯Yˆ
e]Yˆ uij
)]}
Θ¯jiR .
(3.5)
(In this paper, we use Yˆ u instead of Φu unlike the previous papers, since we treat the up- and
down-quark sectors in the same way Yˆ u ↔ Yˆ d.) Here we have assumed that the R charges
satisfy the following relation
R(Ye)−R(Yd) = R(Yˆ e)−R(Yˆ d) = R(Se)−R(Sd). (3.6)
The VEVs of the introduced fields E, E¯ and P¯ are described by the following superpotential
WE,P =
λ1
Λ
Tr[E¯EP¯P ] +
λ2
Λ
Tr[E¯E]Tr[P¯P ], (3.7)
which leads to
〈E〉〈E¯〉 ∝ 1, 〈P 〉〈P¯ 〉 ∝ 1. (3.8)
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ℓi e
c
i ν
c
i qi u
c
i d
c
i Hu Hd Φ
0
ia
U(3) 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 3
U(3)′ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3
Y ije Θeij Yˆ
e
ij Θ¯
ij
e Sabe Y
ij
d Θ
d
ij Yˆ
d
ij Θ¯
ij
d S
ab
d
6∗ 6 6 6∗ 1 6∗ 6 6 6∗ 1
1 1 1 1 6∗ 1 1 1 1 6∗
Y iju Θ¯
ij
u Yˆ uij Θ¯
′ ij
u Sabu Y
ij
R Θ¯
ij
R P¯
ij Pij Eij E¯
ij
6∗ 6∗ 6 6∗ 1 6∗ 6∗ 6∗ 6 6 6∗
1 1 1 1 6∗ 1 1 1 1 1 1
Table 1: Quantum numbers of the fields
We take specific solutions of Eq.(3.8):
1
vE
〈E〉 = 1
v¯E
〈E¯〉 = 1, (3.9)
1
vP
〈P 〉 = 1
v¯∗P
〈P¯ 〉† = diag(e−iφ1 , e−iφ2 , 1), (3.10)
as the explicit forms of 〈E〉, 〈E¯〉 and 〈P¯ 〉. Here, we have assigned R charges for those fields as
R(E¯) +R(E) +R(P¯ ) +R(P ) = 2. (3.11)
Since we consider R(E¯) + R(E) 6= R(P¯ ) + R(P ), terms Tr[E¯EE¯E], Tr[P¯ P P¯P ], and so on are
forbidden by the R charge conservation. However, the absence of the term Tr[E¯P ]Tr[P¯E] in
Eq.(3.7) must be assumed ad hoc.
In the superpotential Wd, Eq.(3.3), we have taken
R(E) = R(Yˆ d), (3.12)
and we have added the md0Eij term to Yˆ
d
ij. The relation (3.12) has been ad hoc assumed in order
to adjust the quark mass ratio md1/md2. Such the assignment is not contradict with whole R
charge assignments of the fields. However, once the assignment (3.12) is done, then, we cannot
add E term to Yˆ e and/or Yˆ u because of the R charge conservation.
We list whole fields in the present model in Table 1. As seen in Table 1, the sum of the
anomaly coefficients A is
∑
A = −9. In order to be ∑A = 0, we need further three fields, T 1ia,
T 2ia and T
3
ia. For the time being, we do not specify the roles of these fields in this model.
4 VEV relations
We assume that our vacuum always takes 〈θA〉 = 0 (A = e, u, d, · · · ). Therefore, VEV
relations are obtained from the SUSY vacuum conditions ∂W/∂ΘA = 0. Since relations from
another SUSY vacuum conditions ∂W/∂Ye = 0 and so on always include one of 〈θA〉, such the
relations do not have meaning except for Eq.(3.7). Since we assume that the SUSY breaking
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is caused by gauge mediation (except for family gauge symmetries), we consider that our VEV
relations in the yukawaon sector are satisfied until a low energy scale.
From the superpotential terms (3.2)-(3.5), we obtain the following VEV relations among
the yukawaons:
〈Y ije 〉 = −
λe
µeΛ
〈P¯ ik〉〈Yˆ ekl〉〈P¯ lj〉, (4.1)
〈Yˆ eij〉 = −
λ′e
µ′eΛ
〈(Φ0)Tia〉〈Sabe 〉〈(Φ0)bj〉, (4.2)
〈Y ijd 〉 = −
λd
µdΛ
〈P¯ ik〉〈Yˆ dkl〉〈P¯ lj〉, (4.3)
〈Yˆ dij〉 = −
λ′d
µ′dΛ
〈(Φ0)Tia〉〈Sabd 〉〈(Φ0)bj〉+
m0d
µ′d
〈Eij〉, (4.4)
〈Y iju 〉 = −
λ′u
λu
(〈E−1〉)ik〈Yˆ ukl〉〈Elm〉〈Yˆ umn〉(〈E−1〉)nj , (4.5)
〈Yˆ uij 〉 = −
λ′u
µ′uΛ
〈(Φ0)Tia〉〈Sabu 〉〈(Φ0)bj〉, (4.6)
〈Y ijR 〉 = −
λ′R
λR
(〈E−1〉)ik
[
〈Yˆ ukl〉〈E¯lm〉〈Yˆ emn〉+ 〈Yˆ ekl〉〈E¯lm〉〈Yˆ umn〉
+ξν
(
Tr[〈Yˆu〉〈E¯〉]〈Yˆ ekn〉+Tr[〈E¯〉〈Yˆ e〉]〈Yˆ ukn〉
)]
(〈E−1〉)nj , (4.7)
where 〈Sf 〉, 〈E〉, 〈E¯〉 and 〈P¯ 〉 are given by Eqs.(2.7), (3.9) and (3.10), respectively. We have
assumed that the VEV matrix 〈Φ0〉 is diagonal in the basis in which the VEV matrix 〈Sf 〉 take
the form (1+ afX), i.e.
〈Φ0〉 = diag(v1, v2, v3). (4.8)
In the present model, common coefficients are not important. Therefore, when we omit
those coefficients, quark and lepton mass matrices are given as follows:
Me = 〈P¯ 〉Mˆe〈P¯ 〉, (4.9)
Mˆe = 〈ΦT0 〉〈Se〉〈Φ0〉. (4.10)
Md = 〈P¯ 〉
(〈ΦT0 〉〈Sd〉〈Φ0〉+m0d1) 〈P¯ 〉, (4.11)
M1/2u = 〈ΦT0 〉〈Su〉〈Φ0〉, (4.12)
Mν =MeM
−1
R M
T
e , (4.13)
MR =M
1/2
u Mˆe + MˆeM
1/2
u ++ξν
(
Tr[M1/2u ]Mˆe +Tr[Mˆ
e]M1/2u
)
. (4.14)
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For numerical calculations in the next section, we will use dimensionless expressions 〈Φ0〉 =
diag(x1, x2, x3) with x
2
1+ x
2
2+ x
2
3 = 1, 〈P¯ 〉 = diag(eiφ1 , eiφ2 , 1) and 〈Sf 〉 = 1+ afX in Eqs.(4.9)
- (4.14). (Therefore, m0d in Eq.(4.11) is also a dimensionless parameter.)
5 Parameter fitting
For simplicity, we assume that the parameter ad in the down-quark sector is real as well
as ae in the charged lepton sector, so that only au is complex. For the convenience, hereafter,
we denote au anew as aue
iαu (au and αu are real). Then, in this model, we have 8 adjustable
parameters ae, aue
iαu , ad, ξν , m
0
d and (φ1, φ2) for 16 observables [2 up-quark mass ratios, 2
down-quark mass ratios, 2 neutrino mass ratios, 4 CKM mixing matrix parameters, 4+2 PMNS
matrix parameters]. Since the observed charged lepton mass ratios are used as input values, we
do not count them as adjustable parameters. The parameter m0d is used only in order to fit the
down-quark mass ratio md/ms. (In other words, other observables are insensitive to the value of
m0d.) Therefore, if we do not count this parameter m
0
d, we have 7 parameters for 15 observables.
5.1 PMNS mixing
In order to predict the neutrino mixing (PMNS mixing) parameters, we have 6 parameters
[ae, ξν , aue
iαu and (φ1, φ2)]. At present, we know only 5 observed quantities [2 up-quark mass
ratios, 1 neutrino mass ratio Rν = ∆m
2
21/∆m
2
32, 3 neutrino mixing angles, sin
2 2θatm, tan
2 θsolar
and sin2 2θ13] among 10 observable quantities [2 up-quark mass ratios, 2 neutrino mass ratios,
4+2 PMNS mixing parameters]. Therefore, in principle, we cannot determine the parameter
values from the observed quantities. Instead, we use the observables which are described by
parameters as few as possible. To start with, let us use up-quark mass ratios ru12 =
√
mu/mc
and ru23 =
√
mc/mt which are described by 3 parameters ae and aue
iαu . The observed values of
ru12 and r
u
23 are as follows [8]:
ru12 ≡
√
mu
mc
= 0.045+0.013−0.010, r
u
23 ≡
√
mc
mt
= 0.06 ± 0.005, (5.1)
at µ = mZ . We illustrate a relation (au, αu) and ae which satisfy r
u
12 = 0.045 and r
u
23 = 0.060 in
Fig. 1. As seen in Fig. 1, the these parameters are bounded in au = −(1.3− 1.8), au = 0◦ − 10◦
and ae = 0 − 10. (Since the observed center values have large errors, these bounds should not
be taken rigidly.)
Next, we focus on the neutrino mixing sin2 2θatm. We find that it is insensitive to αu
and ξν , although it is described by parameters ae, aue
iαu , ξν and (φ1, φ2) in our model. In
Fig. 2, we show curves in the (au, ae) plane which satisfy sin
2 2θatm = 0.90, 0.92, 0.94 and 0.96,
respectively. Here, for convenience, we have fixed (φ1, φ2) as (φ1, φ2) = (180
◦, 180◦). (For a case
of (φ1, φ2) = (0
◦, 0◦), we could not find reasonable parameter solutions at all.) Here, we have
used ξν = 0.0025 and αu = 8
◦ and 10◦, and (φ1, φ2) = (180◦, 180◦) tentatively. As seen in Fig. 2,
two curves (αu = 8
◦ and 10◦) are almost degenerated. For reference, we also show a curve which
satisfies reasonable up-quark mass ratios. Since we cannot take au > −1.3 as we have shown in
Fig. 1, we cannot obtain a value more than sin2 2θatm = 0.97. If we want to obtain a value of
7
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Figure 1: Parameter values (au, αu) and ae which satisfy the observed values of up-quark mass
ratios
√
mu/mc = 0.045 and
√
mc/mt = 0.060
–1.7 –1.6 –1.5 –1.42
4
6
8
au
ae
atm=0.90
atm=0.92
atm=0.94
atm=0.96
up–quark mass ratios
Figure 2: Parameter values (au, ae) which satisfy sin
2 2θatm = 0.90, 0.92, 0.94, 0.96, respectively.
(In the figure, “atm” means sin2 2θatm.) For reference, the curve which satisfies up-quark mass
ratios
√
mu/mc = 0.045 and
√
mc/mt = 0.060 are also shown.
sin2 2θatm as large as possible, we must take a parameter set
(ae, au, αu) ∼ (8,−1.35,±6◦). (5.2)
For this parameter set (5.2), we can obtain tan2 θsolar ∼ 0.5 and R ∼ 0.04. More accurate
predicted values will be given after we discuss the CKM mixing values in the next subsection.
5.2 CKM mixing
The 4 observables in the CKM mixing matrix depend on 3 parameters ad and (φ1, φ2) in
addition to the parameter values (5.2). Although the parameter ad can be determined by two
down-quark mass rations [8]
rd12 ≡
md
ms
= 0.053+0.005−0.003, r
d
23 ≡
ms
mb
= 0.019+0.006−0.006, (5.3)
we cannot give reasonable fitting for the CKM mixing and the down-quark mass ratios simul-
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Figure 3: Contour Plots in the (φ1, φ2) parameter plane, which are shown by using experimental
constraints on |Vus| = 0.2252 ± 0.0009, |Vcb| = 0.0406 ± 0.0013, |Vub| = 0.00389 ± 0.00044, and
|Vtd| = 0.0084 ± 0.0006 and by taking some values for atm ≡ sin2 2θatm and ≡ tan2 θsolar. (a):
sin2 2θatm=0.98, (b): sin
2 2θatm=0.96, (c): sin
2 2θatm=0.94, and (d): sin
2 2θatm=0.92, which are
shown by dashed lines, and solar≡ tan2 θsolar which is shown by dotted or dot-dashed line. (e):
tan2 θsolar = 0.495 (dotted line), and (f): tan
2 θsolar = 0.515 (dot-dashed line). Here we take
the values for the parameter set of [ae, (au, αu), ξν , ad,m
0
d] given in Eq. (5.10).
taneously. Therefore, we fit only the value of rd23 by ad, and the value r
d
12 is adjusted by the
parameter m0d which does not affect the CKM mixing parameters.
Although we have roughly obtained the parameter values of (ae, au, αu) in Eq.(5.2) from r
u
23,
ru12, and sin
2 2θatm, the predicted values for CKM mixing are also dependent on the parameter
values (ae, au, αu). We consider that the observed values for the quark mass ratios are still contro-
versial. Therefore, we search a set of reasonable parameter values for [ae, (au, αu), ξν , ad, (φ1, φ2)]
that can give the observed PMNS and CKM mixings within one sigma and quark mass ratios
within two sigma, keeping the result (5.2) in mind. Namely, After searching a rough value of the
parameter ad which can give reasonable CKM mixings and the down-quark mass ratio r
d
23, we do
a fine tuning of parameter values for [ae, (au, αu), ad, (φ1, φ2)] with help of figures demonstrated
in Fig. 3.
As a result, we obtain the following predictions:
sin2 2θatm = 0.965, tan
2 θsolar = 0.522, sin
2 2θ13 = 0.027, (5.4)
δℓCP = −177◦ (Jℓ = −9.3× 10−4), (5.5)
Rν =
∆m2solar
∆m2atm
= 0.044, (5.6)
|Vus| = 0.2240, |Vcb| = 0.0404, |Vub| = 0.00409, |Vtd| = 0.00823, (5.7)
δqCP = 65.3
◦ (Jq = 3.3× 10−5), (5.8)
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ru12 = 0.0422, r
u
23 = 0.0659, r
d
12 = 0.0530, r
d
23 = 0.0360, (5.9)
under the parameter values
ae = 8.5, au = −1.32, αu = −6.5◦, ad = 17, m0d = 0.0113,
ξν = 0.0019, (φ1, φ2) = (174.5
◦, 195.9◦). (5.10)
Although the predicted value tan2 θsolar = 0.522 is somewhat large compared with the observed
value [9] tan2 θsolar = 0.468
+0.048
−0.029, it is consistent with the KamLAND data [10] tan
2 θsolar =
0.56+0.10−0.07(stat)
+0.10
−0.06(syst). The predicted value sin
2 2θ13 = 0.027 is small compared with the T2K
data [11] 0.03 < sin2 2θ13 < 0.28 for δ
ℓ
CP = 0, but it is still not ruled out because our model
predicts δℓCP = −177◦. Also, the predicted value rd23 = 0.0352 is larger than the center value
given in Eq.(5.3) by 3σ. Rather, the predicted value is near to the old value rd23 = 0.031± 0.005
given in the second literature in Ref.[8]. We consider that the value of ms is still controversial.
We can also predict neutrino masses
mν1 ≃ 0.0056 eV, mν2 ≃ 0.0118 eV, mν3 ≃ 0.0507 eV, (5.11)
by using the input value [12] ∆m232 ≃ 0.00243 eV2. We also predict the effective Majorana
neutrino mass [13] 〈m〉 in the neutrinoless double beta decay as
〈m〉 = ∣∣m1U2e1 +m2U2e2 +m3U2e3∣∣ ≃ 3.2 × 10−4 eV. (5.12)
6 Concluding remarks
In conclusion, by assuming U(3)×S3 family symmetries, we have proposed a new yukawaon
model in which not only the quark mass matrices M
1/2
u and Md but also the charged lepton
mass matrixMe is given by a form 〈Φ0〉(1+afX)〈Φ0〉 (Φ0 is a fundamental yukawaon) as shown
in Eqs.(4.9) - (4.14). The model have only 7 parameters for 15 observables. However, we have
obtained reasonable predictions.
Since all the mass matrices for quarks and charged leptons are given by the same form
〈Φ0〉(1+afX)〈Φ0〉, we can consider a possibility that if we define 〈Y0(af )〉 = 〈Φ0〉(1+afX)〈Φ0〉
by introducing a yukawaon Y0, all the effective Yukawa coupling constants Y
eff
f can be given by
a single yukawaon VEV 〈Y0(af )〉. However, this idea runs into a stone wall, because we cannot
distinguish Y0(ad) from Y0(ae) in the expression of 〈YR〉, Eq.(4.14). Besides, the VEV of the
“single” yukawaon Y0 is dependent on the parameter af . This is contradictory to the idea in
the original yukawaon model that Y efff is given by a single yukawaon VEV without including a
free parameter. Therefore, in the present paper, we have considered that the yukawaons Yf are
distinguished by the fields Sf in Φ0SfΦ0 as shown in Eq.(2.8).
One of motivations of the yukawaon model [1] was to understand a charged lepton mass
relation [14] me + mµ + mτ = (2/3)(
√
me +
√
mµ +
√
mτ )
2 by considering 〈Ye〉 ∝ 〈Φe〉〈Φe〉.
However, in the present model, since 〈Ye〉 is given by 〈Φ0〉(1 + aeX)〈Φ0〉, the scenario for the
charged lepton mass relation must be abandoned, and we have to search an alternative scenario
for the charged lepton mass relation. Nevertheless, apart from this problem, it seems that the
present new yukawaon model offers us a promising hint for a unified mass matrix model for
quarks and leptons.
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